Differential effects of central and peripheral nerves on macrophages and microglia.
The poor ability of injured central nervous system (CNS) axons to regenerate has been correlated, at least partially, with a limited and suppressed postinjury inflammatory response. A key cell type in the inflammatory process is the macrophage, which can respond in various ways, depending on the conditions of stimulation. The aim of this study is to compare the activities of macrophages or microglia when encountering CNS and peripheral nervous systems (PNS), on the assumption that nerve-related differences in the inflammatory response may have implications for tissue repair and thus for nerve regeneration. Phagocytic activity of macrophages or of isolated brain-derived microglia was enhanced upon their exposure to sciatic (PNS) nerve segments, but inhibited by exposure to optic (CNS) nerve segments. Similarly, nitric oxide production by macrophages or microglia was induced by sciatic nerve segments but not by optic nerve segments. The previously demonstrated presence of a resident inhibitory activity in CNS nerve, could account, at least in part, for the inhibited phagocytic activity of blood-borne macrophages in CNS nerve as well as of microglia resident in the brain. It seems that the CNS microglia are reversibly immunosuppressed by the CNS environment, at least with respect to the activities examined here. It also appears from this study that the weak induction of early healing-related activities of macrophages/microglia in the environment of CNS might explain the subsequent failure of this environment to acquire growth-supportive properties in temporal and spatial synchrony with the needs of regrowing axons.